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I’m writing this in the car, perching my
iPad on a lap tray, as we drive up to
the Lake District for a week in our
timeshare again - I hasten to add my
husband is driving. The scenery is
beautiful as most of the country had a
sprinkling (or more) of snow last night,
the first real cold spell of this winter.
So who, I ask you, travels away with
two suitcases, with the larger one con-
taining craft materials and the smaller
one all the other bits and pieces for
the break? Well me of course! This
week is pure indulgence on the ‘cre-
ation’ front apart from a bit of walking
and swimming, but it's not unusual to
be snowbound for a day or two, so
what better way to spend my time. 

I was looking through the very large
wardrobe I have in my sewing room
for some things to bring and I came
across a host of items I’d not seen for
some years. We plan to downscale 
in the next five years or so when we
retire, the thought of sorting out my
craft materials is a total nightmare,
how will I do it. Items have been col-
lected within my Aladdin’s cave for
over 35 years now and as all crafters
know, nothing is thrown away, it may
always come in handy. 

I came across with great delight, my
collection of Craft Creations cata-
logues from 1986 to 1994. Then for
the next 15 years I was very busy with
my career, until my cancer 6 years
ago, when I rediscovered the joy and
contentment card making brought me.
Last November Paul put a posting on
Facebook to say Craft Creations was
30 years old and he put the first (1985)
catalogue on the website which has
been downloaded now 1,186 times.
This past week my eldest son James
celebrated his 30th birthday… where
did that time go. But I obviously got 
to find out about Craft Creations very
soon after they were ‘born’. How well
they have done to develop and grow
in a challenging market, and I may be
biased, but I share many of your com-

ments on Facebook that they are the
best and their service second to none! 

The 1986 catalogue has even more
paper samples neatly stuck in, the
booklet is in pristine condition, not 
because it wasn’t used, but because 
I treasured it so much. At that time, 
although loving being a new Mum, I
missed having time to do my patch-
work and quilting and I turned to card
making as it enabled me to complete
something in what little time I had. 
I’ve also found records of receipts
handwritten by Jenny and a few let-
ters we exchanged! I'm not sure if
Craft Creations have a ‘museum’ 
but I intend to send them to Jenny
and Paul this week – not because 
I’m trying to start to offload some 
of my ‘treasure’ but their history is
better kept with them if they want it. 
I feel so proud to have been part of
their journey! 

Craft work is really having a resur-
gence in this country at the present
time which is very exciting and I hope
you continue to enjoy the craft groups
that many of you belong to. I had in-
tended to go to the one held at Craft
Creations last year but life events 
took over and I was too busy. Hope-
fully I’ll put that right in 2016! In the
meantime, I have two days this week
marked in my diary as Shelley is
demonstrating on Hochanda again. 

Best wishes



Die-Cut Découpage
By The Craft Creations Team
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Cute Cats - Poppies: DCD621
Découpage Layer Tips (small design): 

Layer 2: Curve the sides of the vase
down and glue the end of the stem down.
Layer 3: Curve the sides of the vase
down. On the cat, cut above and below
the ear, both sides of the front leg and
under the chin. Curve the body down 
at all the cuts, curve the body by the tail
down and sticky fix in place. Cut between
the petals of the two part flowers and
shape.
Layer 4: Curve the petals of the centre
flower up and glue by the flower centre,
no sticky fixers.

Card 2 (DCD622 Sm): Card Blank SL01U-35 Black, Creative
Paper SR335P Paws & Bones, Stickers XL408U-03 Birthday,
XL500U-03 Borders, XL501U-33 Cats, XL563U-03 & XL564U-03
Alphabet, ZL800U-44 Hearts and Satin Bow BOW31-09 Black.
Card 3 (DCD621 Sm): Card Blank SCF06U-21 Pl Green, Creative
Paper SR338P, Glitter Board GB05A5 Red, Ribbon MTR06-250.
Card 4 (Toppers CDT576G): Card Blank SF11V-191, Dotty 
Paper Pack PKBP901(Mixed Colours), Mirri Paper MIR02PA5. 
Card 5 (SR336P): Card Blank SL10U-99 Kraft, Creative Paper
SR187P Red Dotty, Ribbon
MTR05-250 Red & Stickers
XL718U-02 Valentines. This
last card uses the creative
paper cat with its printed
grey lines and scroll border 
in a lovely soft matt finish 
(no découpage or toppers). 
It’s also worth comparing the
standard size dotty paper 
on this card against the one
above (4), which uses our
new reduced size dots on 
the smaller (A5 plus) paper, 
a very useful alternative.

Cat With Poppies: DCD622
Découpage Layer Tips (large design): 
Layer 2: Curve the top of both buds down and curve the sides 
of the vase. Sticky fix in place and glue the end of the stem on
the bottom flower. Curve or glue the top of the single bud down.
Layer 3: Sticky fix the petal of the single flower by the bottom,
curve and glue by the stem. Cut between the neck and head of
the cat, curve the neck down. Cut between the leg and body on
both sides of the front leg, curving the body down. Curve the
back down by the tail and sticky fix in place. Cut between the
petals of the top two part flowers and shape nicely. Cut between
the petals of the right hand flower of the three group and shape.
Layer 4: Cut and shape the left hand flower, sticking in place 
first as the centre flower overlaps it. 
Layer 5: Curve the petals up so the centre dips low and sticky 
fix by the petals.
Card 1 (DCD622): Card Blank SF13U-35 Black, Creative Paper
SR337P Cats & SR005P Green, Paper COL159PA4 Red, Stickers
ZL793U-42, Banner CDX515G and Gems GEM53 & GEM91.

Follow the layer hints shown with each design 
to help make your découpage (DCD) cards look
really special. For those of you who prefer some-
thing simpler, try our stunning range of die-cut,
foiled toppers (CDTs) instead.
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Card 3: Card Blank SF03U-
35 Black, Creative Paper 
SR334P Paw Prints, 
Card VA031CA5 Black,
COL168CA5 Amethyst, 
Stickers XL793U-03 Dotty
Borders, Gems GEM92 4mm
Purple, Ribbon Bow BOW31-
09 3mm Black.

Cute Cats - Pansies: DCD621
Découpage Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Cut both sides of both ears and curve the head
down at the cuts. Curve the sides of the pot down.
Layer 3: Curve the sides of the pot rim down. Cut and 
shape the petals of the single flower up and glue
by the centre only. Sticky fix the flowers but do
not use a fixer on the stems, let them drop to the
lower layer or glue them down.
Items Used, Card 1: Card Blank SF03U-45
White, Creative Paper SR334P Paw Prints, Mul-
berry Paper M11A5 Purple, Stickers XL722U-02
Words, Gems GEM28 4mm Mixed Round, 
Organza Ribbon MTR06-012 15mm Silver.
Card 2 (Toppers CDT576G): Card Blank TF10V-
70 Value White, Glitter Board GB19A5 Lilac, 
Mirri Paper MIR07PA5 Purple, Liquid Pearl
Paint LPL28215 Majestic Purple.

Cute Cats - Hat Box: DCD621
Découpage Layer Tips: 
Layer 2: Cut between the right hand bow loop and the box lid, curve
the bow down. Cut between the sides of the paws and face, curve the
small paw down at the cut.
Layer 3: Curve or glue the left side of the small paw down. Glue the
top of the large paw. Lightly fold the box lid on the painted corner. Cut
between the box lid and the knot of the bow, curving the knot down.
Layer 4: Shape the ribbon and glue at the knot.
Items Used, Card 1: Card Blank SF06U-35 Black, Creative Paper
SR334P Paw Prints, Card VA031CA5 Black, COL161CA5 Magenta,
POP02A5 White, Stickers XL563U-03 & XL564U-03 Alphabet, Ribbon
Bow BOW31-09 Black Satin and Gems GEM72 4mm Fuchsia.
Card 2: Card Blank SHA01V-70 White, Tartan Paper Pack PKBP904
(Pink/Blue Mix), Glitter Board GB19A5 Lilac, Stickers XL778U-02
Words, Ribbon MTR06-175 15mm Magenta and Liquid Pearl Paint
LPL28215 Majestic Purple.
Card 3 (Toppers CDT576G): Card Blank SF03U-45 White, Tartan
Paper Pack PKBP904 (Pink/Blue Mix), Glitter Board GB19A5 Lilac,
Stickers XL460U-02 Daisy Border, XL775U-02 Birthday, Gems 
GEM28 5mm Mixed, Stickles Glitter Glue STK010 Pink.
Card 4: Card Blank SF03U-45 White, Creative Paper SR336P Cats &
Scrolls, Stickers XL632U-20 Mixed Borders, XL823U-20 & XL824U-20
Alphabet, ZL625U-50 Birthday, Satin Ribbon MTR02-430 6mm Lilac,
Gems GEM28 5mm Mixed & GEM61 3mm Pale Pink, Stickles Glitter
Glue STK010 Pink and Liquid
Pearl Paint LPL02055 Silver.
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CRE04CA5 Dk Brown, Stickers XL408U-
01 Words, XL552U-01 & XL553U-01 Gar-
den and Gems GEM72 4mm Fuchsia.

Gardener’s Corner: DCD620
Découpage Layer Tips: 

Layer 2: Cut between the watering can rose and the mug and then 
between the rose and the bench arm, curve the rose up. Curve the right
hand side of the pots under the bench to give a nice shape. Lightly fold the
seat of the bench along the front bar. Sticky fix in place and glue the bench
arm, hoe pole, broom top and book all at the edge of the image.
Layer 3: 3a. Cut along the top of the spout and curve the right hand side of
the can down. 3b & 3c. Curve the pots to add shape. 3d. Cut between the
arm and front of bench leg, then between the trowel and front of leg, lightly
fold the leg and arm along the painted lines. Cut between the leg and the
seat support at the top and fold along the seat support line to bend the top
down. 3e. Cut between the side of the mug and the book, bending the

book down, curve the mug and
pot to shape.
Layer 4: Sticky fix the fork in place first. On
the front pot, cut along the top of the soil
then up the inside of the rim to just past the
top centre. Curve the main pot to shape
and use a fixer on the pot and the soil and
a tiny dab of glue on the inside of the pot
and stick in place, covering the tines of the
fork. Use a sticky fixer in the centre of the
can handle and glue the top and bottom.
Items Used, Card 1: Card Blank SL01U-99
Kraft, Creative Card CRC261P Brown Can-
vas & CRC263P Dotty and Gems GEM28.
Card 2: Card Blank SF01U-99 Kraft, Top-
pers CDT006P Dad, Creative Paper
SR257P Green Canvas, Card CRE03CA5
Dark Green, Stickers XL307U Dad Words,
XL513U Birthday Words, XL552U Garden,
XL563U & XL564U Alpha, Garden Twine.
Card 3: Card Blank SF13U-76 Raspberry,
Toppers CDT001P Mum, Card CDC011S
Dark/Dotty Pink, COL153CA4 Brown &

Layer 5: Cut under the handlebar and
down to the light, curve the top of the
front fork down. Sticky fix by the light
and glue the handlebar and the bottom
on the wheel. Sticky fix the box lid
under the tool heads and by the span-
ner then glue the corner under the screwdriver handle and by the exhaust pipe. 
Shape the oil can before sticky fixing in place.
Items Used, Card 1: Card Blank SF01U-43 Linen White, Card COL159CA5 Bright
Red, COL169CA5 Indigo & POP02A5 White, Stickers XL643U-02 Words & XL764U-02
Cogs, Paper Raffia ROLL51-20 Red and Eyelets EYE048 Silver.
Card 2: Card Blank SF16C-115 Blue, Dotty Paper Pack PKBP901 (Mixed Colours),
Card RKR01CA5 Kraft & MIR02CA5 Silver, Stickers XL632U-19 Borders & XL778U-02
Words, Ribbon MTR02-350 6mm Blue Satin.
Card 3 (Toppers CDT575G): Card Blank SF10U-99 Kraft, Gingham Paper Pack
PKBP902 (Mixed), Card
CRE02CA5 Blue,
MIR02CA5 Silver and
Stickers XL809U-02.

Motorbike & Tools: DCD619
Découpage Layer Tips: 

Layer 3: Curve the sides of the drum to shape it. 
Glue the spanners where they cross over.
Layer 4: Cut along the top of the petrol tank and
under the handlebar to remove the dark triangle 
between them, curve the back of the petrol tank
down. Cut along the top of the headlight and curve
the instrument above, down. Cut between the front 
of the tyre and mudguard up to the bracket and curve
the tyre down at the cut. Cut along the back of the
tyre and mudguard up to the bracket and curve the
tip of the mudguard down. Sticky fix in place and glue
the bottom of the black frame. Lightly fold the box on
the painted corners, the spanner will bend too but is
covered by the next layer. Cut between the box hinge
and the head of the hammer and sticky fix in place,
glue the spanners, hinge and the top of the exhaust.
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Glenis Morrison
Designer Profile

England after getting married, then
much later I studied for a degree 
in fashion design as a mature stu-
dent. Personally I believe that all
we need is a passion for the art or
craft we choose.

I enjoyed learning cross stitch, a little bit of
knitting, stitching, crochet and basket-making
from other people, outside of school hours.

After school, in India, I got a degree in Eco-
nomics and a job as a secretary. I came to

I guess for most of us there is a spe-
cific moment in time which determines
the course of our lives. For me it was 
a happy childhood memory of being
asked by my Mum to help out a friend
who had come to see her.

My Mum’s friend was busy preparing
her craftwork for our Church fête and
said she would welcome an extra pair
of hands. Mum assured me that I would
enjoy myself, and I went quite willingly
to this lady’s house, though I wasn’t
quite sure exactly what I was supposed to be helping her with.

I remember a room full of buttons and bows, ribbons and
lace, cardboard and lots of little pieces of fabric. This lady 
and her sister were making small wall hangings with pockets.
They would give me a bit of fabric with a little bit of lace and
a button or bow, and as I placed it against the rectangular 
or oval cardboard pieces they had cut out, I told them how
pretty it was. 

I was completely fascinated with the way they could create
such beautiful pieces of work by matching just a little bit of 
this or a little bit of that. I guess what I learnt that day was the
magic of creating
something from
scratch, and it is a 
feeling that has stay-
ed with me ever since. 
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off stickers of
kangaroos that 
I bought from
Craft Creations. 

Incidentally,
when we visited
an aboriginal
site in Central
Australia, I was surprised to find them painting 
their ancient style designs by using cotton buds!
Why not, the cotton buds were just right for their
beautiful artwork.

I have been a magazine subscriber since issue
one, and it’s wonderful to know that there are so
many other crafters who love making the same kind
of things as me. Judging by the way other crafters
describe their creative environment, makes me feel I
am not alone.

I am very grateful to my patient husband who has
bought me many craft kits as birthday presents over
the years. I began by making cards for family and
friends. Then started selling to friends, received 
some requests for bespoke cards, moved on to craft
fairs in Brighton and have recently started selling on-
line through a shop called Davlis on Etsy UK.

My personal style could be described as fusion,
mixed media or hybrid but I think I still practice the
skills a lovely lady taught me as a five year old i.e.
mixing and matching a little bit of this and that.

My artistic mother taught me
how to cook, as sadly I did not 
inherit her aptitude for music or
drawing. As a child I admired my
father’s creativity as I watched him
design little thumbnail sketches.
He added a few calculations and
in his factory these were turned
into different types of trailers 
with the name Davlis painted 
on the side.

When I lived in India, I was sur-
rounded by so many different
crafts and skills but they were al-
ways separate i.e. for a beautifully
carved wooden box I went to a particular shop, and 

if I wanted a new
sari I was truly
spoilt for choice.
A very popular
pattern for a sari
is what we called
the mango de-
sign, and when 
I came to Eng-
land, I found the

same pattern was quite often used on men’s ties and
called paisley. 

Reading about the history of these designs and
how they have evolved over time, as they travel from
one country to another, binds rather than divides us.
Now the internet
makes it possible
for all of us to ac-
cess the history
and design of just
about anything.

We are lucky
that card making
has also evolved
so much. Re-
cently I made 
a card for my
brother in Aus-
tralia using peel-
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Most of my cards are self-
explanatory but I would just like to 
highlight some of the details and
techniques used on a few of them.
So I’ve put together a little ‘gall-
ery’, of cards on this page. 

Above: 
I scored the background of this
card with vertical and horizontal
stripes to give it subtle detail.

Below: I filled the aperture with 
a pretty serviette, folding it so 
the layers below show through the
semi-transparent top layer, then
added gold peel-off stickers.

Above: 
I hope this graduation card tells a
story; work hard, travel the world,
fall in love, get married and live
happily ever after.

Above: The picture was originally a
bird of paradise flower, I changed
the colours and cropped it.

Above:
I created the background for the
feather using silk-screen printing. I
have made a whole lot of random
backgrounds using this method,
which I have been able to use for
my cards. 

Above: 
The circles are from a sheet of
Craft Creations labels, I stuck
them on acetate over a back-
ground cut from a magazine. I 
like the 3D effect this gives to the
mountain scene.

Left:
Random silk painting is good for
backgrounds, and you can make
them in batches to use as you
need them. For this design, I put
wadding behind for a soft, padded
and textured look.



Butterfly Box
By Pam Finden
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Creative Paper: SR009P Lilac Painted Style.

Card: COL175CA4 x 2 Colorset Nero.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL009U-03 Butterflies, XL081U-
03 Butterflies, XL471U-03 Small Butterflies,
XL705U-03 Happy Birthday, XL807U-03 Swirls
and XL089U-03 Leaves (for option below only).

Clear Acetate: PET01.

Cutting Dies: I’ve Used Three cutting dies: Joanna
Sheen Ivy Flourish and Mirrored Mini Ivy Flourish,
and Spellbinders Nestabililty labels. You can make
the version below instead if you prefer to work
without a die-cutting machine.

Card Mount: PUB01U-52 (Use ENV01 or 07).

panel, mount onto black card and cut neatly to fit.
Stick onto the flap and add the birthday greeting.

Fold and assemble the box. Fold the struts, one
tab forward and one back (you only need two of
them) and stick them into the top of the box (5mm

down), spacing them evenly.

Lift a large butterfly and
stick the right hand wing on-
to acetate, trim around the
sticker and stick onto the back

panel by the sticky wing with the
other wing off the edge. Cut the

mini ivy from black card and stick one
piece to the back of each strut.

Stick an assortment of butterflies
onto lilac paper and cut out. 
Stick the butterflies onto strips 
of acetate around 180mm 
long and add to the back of
the struts. 

If you don’t have a die-cutting
machine this design (left) uses

extra swirls combined with leaves,
the front is cut from black card and 

lilac paper like the main panels.

From lilac paper, cut three pieces 60mm x 68mm
and three 60mm x 102mm. Cut one 60mm x 182mm
piece from lilac and one the same size from a scrap
of white card. Matt all the pieces onto black card and
cut around to leave a 2mm border.

Place the unfolded box with the outside facing up.
Stick the medium pieces onto the three lower panels
of the box. Add the white piece to the tall panel then
decorate it (see below) using the large ivy flourish and
butterflies stuck onto lilac paper. Add a greeting at
the top leaving space for a personal message. 

Finish the lilac panels (see below) with butter-
fly and swirl stickers, using the version
with two swirls for the front, and with
one swirl for each side panel.

Turn the unfolded box over and add
the small panel pieces onto the flaps.

Add the butterfly stickers
using the photo to guide you. 

For the front flap, use
the smallest label die-cut
to make the shaped lilac
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Heart Of Hearts
By Lottie Black

MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Card: REG02A5 Smooth White.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL718U-03 Loving
Words, ZL793U-43 Dotty Borders 
and ZL800U-44 Lots Of Hearts.

Bow: BOW31-09 Black.

Card Mount: AP23U-18 Deep Red.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

VARIATION:

Cut the white card to 120mm square
and stick it securely behind the aperture.
Fold the card and stick the flap closed. 

As you work, don’t press the stickers
down, just place them lightly and you’ll
be able to move them a little if needed. 

Begin by putting a small open heart
sticker in the bottom point of the aper-
ture. Stick a row of three small filled hearts above
this. These will give you the position to add the three
large filled hearts (going up) just to the left.

Working around this area, add large open hearts 
to the left and right of the upright row of hearts as
shown. Fill the gaps around and between them with
dots and smaller filled hearts. Continue to fill the
aperture in this way checking the photo for sizes and

This card uses the same stickers as
the first, but is a little more whimsical 
in its design. Use black pen to draw 
a dashed line across the card blank
(SF03U-30) with a gentle swirl in the
middle. Draw a faint pencil line first if
you are uncertain but check on a scrap
of card that the pen won’t smudge
when you erase the line.

Arrange three of the larger sized
hearts as if they were hanging from the
line. Around the line arrange a scatter-
ing of small hearts and dots using the
image as a rough guide. Finish with the
wording in the bottom right corner. 

These designs are quick and easy to
make using very few items. They are just
perfect for Anniversary cards as well as
the more obvious Valentine’s Day.

positions, making a lovely grid of different style
hearts and patterns of dots. Add a dot or small filled
heart into each of the larger open hearts as shown.

When you are happy with the placement of all the
pieces, press the stickers down firmly, then run a
black dotty border around the aperture. Add the
black bow to the heart as shown and the wording in
the bottom corner of the card.



Batik Daisies
By Pam Goodwin
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Habotai Silk and Silk Pins.

Calico Fabric (or similar).

Silk Paints (any brand) and Batik Wax.

Wooden Frame and Paint Brushes.

Wax Granules and Tjanting (or canting) Tool.

Wax Pot or an Old Saucepan.

Sewing Machine & Machine Embroidery Threads.

Card Mount: AP79V-70 Value White.

GENERAL INFORMATION:

Batik (or batique) originated in Indonesia and
spread to South West Asia and Africa. My version 
is a long way from the original but it suits my needs
and is of course quicker.

Hot wax is applied to the silk as a dye-resist. This
stops the paint from spreading and is used for 
adding the more detailed areas. 

Tjantings are the original pen-like tools for applying
hot wax and come in various sizes, for these cards I
used a No. 3 size. Wax pots are expensive, but may
have a useful thermostatic control, and if you belong
to a group you can buy one to share. Or you can im-
provise by melting wax in an old saucepan, the wax
is hot enough when it runs easily from the tjanting,
but if it smoulders it’s too hot.

Experiment with different size card blanks and
apertures, I think white looks best when dark back-
grounds are applied to the silk. A gold line around 
the aperture also frames the fabric design very nicely.

Wooden batik frames are usually about 500mm
square, but they have slots to adjust the size down in

Batik is one of my favourite textile crafts, and when
combined with machine embroidery, the possibilities
are endless. I have kept it simple with this flower de-
sign, but be creative and anything can happen!

These batik daisy designs are free embroidered to
add detail and shaping to the flowers and leaves. I
love the dark backgrounds, they make the finished
cards look so sumptuous. 
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METHOD:

Diagram B

Diagram A

1 2

3 4

2. Actual Size

3. Actual Size 4. Actual Size

3. When the wax is dry (almost instantly), blob some
dark pink over the pale pink and dark green over the
pale green (an actual size piece is shown below).
Allow to dry and, if there is any residue of colour on
top of the wax remove it with a tissue.

4. Remove the wax by ironing the silk in between
sheets of newspaper, keep replacing the paper and
ironing again until there is no wax left.

Now you are ready to machine. Set your machine
for free embroidery by lowering the feed teeth and
putting a darning foot or embroidery foot onto the
machine.

Put your silk design onto two layers of calico, place
under the foot in
the machine and
draw freely. You
can go around
the edges of flow-
ers and ‘scribble’
over the foliage.

2. When the colours are dry, wax over the pencilled
design using a No. 3 tjanting. For the flower stalk at
the outside edge you will naturally get a blob, just 
do lines and blobs to indicate foliage and petals (an
actual size piece is shown below).

Tear out a piece of silk slightly
larger than the aperture of your
(adjusted size) wooden frame
and fix the silk into the frame. 

Draw a wax line on the silk a
little inside the frame to stop 
any paint from spreading onto
the wood (not shown).

Cut a paper template 10mm
larger all around than the aper-
ture of the card (diagram A). Cut
a paper template for each aperture size/shape.

Place the paper template on the silk and use the
tjanting to make a wax line around it to stop the paint
spreading out. Move the template and/or use the
other paper shapes and repeat as needed.

I’ve drawn a daisy type flower (diagram B). You 
can use this as a starting point for your design, draw
a simplified version of it, in pencil, on the silk inside
each of your aperture shapes.

1. For the first application of colour, dilute your flower
colour, and green (make sure it’s quite pale). With a
soft brush, blob the colour (pink in this case) into
three areas and quickly follow with the green, over-
lapping the colours so they run into each other. Let
this dry, you can use a hair dryer on cold blow. At 
this stage it will look very splodgy, don’t worry.

steps to suit your project. If 
you are making several designs
you can do them together.
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VARIATIONS:

last little one (below) are made in the same way as
the main design, just using different colour paints.
These three designs use a single colour thread for the
flowers and another colour for the leaves. In all cases
the bobbin has a single colour thread, which when it
contrasts, looks very pretty showing at the ends of
each stitch. You can also use beads and sequins to
add another dimension to your designs.

Why not give this a try, I am sure you will be de-
lighted with your results. There are other techniques
like using salt, or dropping water onto the coloured
area to get dif-
ferent effects.
These are worth
trying too once
you have the
basics covered.

White flowers are slightly different. Use the tjanting
to draw the wax flowers onto the white silk and when
dry loosely paint dark colours over the whole area. 

For this white flower I used a
very pale multi coloured machine
embroidery thread, and you can
see how I have
scribbled in the
foliage.

For the orange
flower (below) 
I chose a multi
green, orange and
turquoise thread,
coloured the dark
areas in similar
colours and used
the thread for the
whole design.

The design in
purple & green on the first page and this

Mount the work into the card blank in the usual
way trimming the silk as required to fit, and add a
greeting to suit the occasion if desired. 



Pretty Dressing Table
By Jean Brown
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper Pack: PK724 Just For You.

Card: CNT110CA5 Snow White, CNT138CA5
Fresh Pink and MIR02CA5 Silver Mirri.

Glitter Board: GB02A5 Silver.

Self-Adhesive Vinyl: PXL00U-30 Clear.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL153U-02 Flower Corners,
XL711U-08 3.5mm Borders, ZL795U-50 Birthday
and ZL835U-42 Christmas Corners.

Flowers: FLW34-33 Pink Open Rose.

2 Decorative Gems 8mm to 10mm Diameter.

Gems: GEM69 Ivory Half-Pearls.

Pink Lace and Scrap of Paper Tissue.

3mm Ribbon: MTR01-117 Pink. 

Card Mount: SF01C-110 Snow White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Trim the clear vinyl to the width of the card. Peel a
corner of the backing and fold it back. Place the vinyl
across the top of the front panel and press the corner
in place. Reach under and pull the backing, firming
the vinyl down as you go to prevent air bubbles.

Place a white border in the centre from the bottom
edge of the clear vinyl up to the top edge of the card.
Add another border each side, midway between the
edge of the panel and the central border.

Stick a white border along the bottom of the vinyl
on the card covering all the ends. Add another across
the card half way between the top of the card and 
the border to finish the framework.

Trace the curtains and top pieces (1 to 5) from 
the diagram and transfer to the pink rose paper 
from the pack, you will need two each of the curtain
pieces (1 to 3), with one set reversed to fit the oppo-
site side of the window.

Cut all the pieces out. Add the back curtain pieces
(1) onto the card, one each side aligning them with
the card at the top corner and side edges. Use sticky
fixers along the outer sides and below the tie-back
only leaving the inner edges unstuck.

Add the short curtain pieces (2) next, one each
side, aligning them as before. Glue the bottom and
outside edges down and sticky fix along the inner
edges. Lastly add the top pieces (3) sticky fixing in
place except at the tie-backs and top.

Add the first top piece (4), use sticky fixers behind
the centre and glue the ends to the top of piece ‘3’ at
each side where they overlap. Add the last piece (5),
using fixers along the bottom and glue at the top and
ends. Stick a paper rose head onto each side of the
curtains to make the tie-backs.

Trace and transfer the ‘D’ shaped table, the mirror
back and supports to snow white card and the 
mirror itself onto silver mirri card. 

Stick the mirror onto the snow white back and 
add a corner sticker to the top as shown. Turn it over
and back the sticker with another to stiffen it, then
add to the card positioning as shown (main photo)
using a double layer of sticky fixers.

Add the supports, one each side, with the tops
about half way up the lower window panes, tucking
them slightly under the mirror at each side. Decorate
the mirror and supports with little flowers from inside
the borders (XL153). Add the pink birthday greeting

This pretty dressing table is set in a window with
matching paper curtains, and pretty tie-backs made
from paper roses. A great card for a girly-friend or for
your Mum or Nan.
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VARIATION:

1 2 3

4

5

Actual Size

across the front of
the mirror at a nice
angle as shown.

Add a decorative gem to the
top of each support, I used some I
had in my craft box. If you don’t
have something suitable try a
sticker flower with a half pearl
on top.

Score and fold the table top
along the dashed line then
stick it onto the card by the
folded strip about 3mm below
the mirror.

Cut an 80mm x 150mm wide piece of
peach rose paper making sure the roses 
are upright going across the paper. Roughly
pleat the strip of paper so it fits across the
curved front of the table. Fix it in place
using three or more layers of sticky fixers at
the top centre. Glue the first and last pleat
to the card.

Trace and transfer the tissue box to 
pink card, score and lightly fold along the
dashed line, leaving it almost flat. Cut a tiny
square of paper tissue, pinch at one
end and squeeze the pinched end
through the slot at the top of the box
with the main part of the tissue at the front. Use
a double layer of sticky fixers to mount the box as

This version features a three-mirrored dressing
table with a shaped card base. A mix of corners are
used to embellish the mirrors (XL768U & XL295U).
The curtains are made from a lightly patterned paper
(from PK721) with striped wallpaper (CP311G). The
back curtain-top piece (4) is placed before the last
side pieces (3) to give a slightly more integrated look.

shown and arrange the tissue 
so that it looks good.

Cut the jewellery box and
lid from glitter board. Lightly
crease the lid and sticky fix to
the box by the front edge only. Mount the box 
to the right hand side of the table using a double
layer of sticky fixers. 

Use the half-pearl gems to make a pretty necklace
starting and ending at the lid, so it looks like it is 
tumbling out of the box. Continue trailing the gems
across the table top to make a pleasing shape. 

Stick a piece of pink (or white) lace across the front
edge of the table. Cut a 300mm length of pink ribbon
and tie a bow in the middle. 

Stick the bow to the centre of the lace, twirl the 
ribbon ends and stick them to the pleated paper with
a dab of glue. Trim the ends if required.



Card & Needle Wallet
By Christine Moses
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Stitched On 14 Count White Aida: AF14SM01.

Stitch Count: Width 39 x Height 39.

Creative Papers: SR207P Pastel Blue Stripe 
and SR300P Blue Weave.

Card: CNT115CA5 Centura Regal Blue and 
KA015CA5 Kaskad Bright Red.

Card Mount: SF06V-70 Value White.

Embroidery Threads: Bright Red, Bright Blue 
and Orange.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cut a 135mm square from the blue weave paper
and mount centrally on the card blank (photo at the
top of the next page). 

Cut a 130mm square of blue stripe paper and stick
centrally onto the blue panel with the stripes upright. 

Stitch the design from the chart below using two
strands throughout. Trim the aida around the design
one square out from the stitching. 

Cut an 80mm square of regal blue card and an
85mm square of red card. Matt the blue square 
centrally onto the red one.

Stick the work onto the red and
blue squares using double sided tape,
taking care to get it nice and flat and
with an even border on all sides. Stick
the design into the centre of the card. 

In this version (above) I have
changed the papers (SR195P and
SR298P). The edge is decorated with
a narrow border (XL632U-01) between
the red and pale blue dotty papers.

This card comes with a matching needle wallet,
which makes a lovely keepsake for a relative or friend
that enjoys sewing. 
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Stitched On: IC18SM01 18 Count Interlock 
Canvas.

Stitch Count: Width 131 x Height 72.

A4 Felt Sheet: FELT06 Royal Blue.

Sewing Thread: White and Royal Blue.

Embroidery Threads: Bright Red, Bright Blue,
Orange and White.

TO MAKE THE NEEDLE WALLET:

The needle wallet is quite simple to make and
looks really smart with a lovely royal blue felt inside.
It’s assembled using a sewing machine for the stitch-
ing, but there is not much of it, so it could be done 
by hand if you don’t have a machine.

The design is stitched using all six strands of the
embroidery thread. The white thread is shown black
on the chart so you can see it clearly.

Cut a piece of canvas to about 200mm wide x
120mm deep. This is a little larger than you need, 
so you can start stitching four or five holes in from
each edge and trim the fabric to size later. 

Begin at the top left with the orange stitches
shown here, working across the width of the fabric
and leaving spaces for the white stitches (shown
black). Make 32 sets of three orange stitches, then
for the 33rd set just work the first two orange stitches
and fasten off on the back.

Next work the white row shown finishing under 
the last orange stitch in the part section at the end 
of the row. Now work
the blue, and following
colours, from the main
chart (which shows
just the left hand edge
of the stitching). Finish
each row of stitches in
line with the first row. 

Place the stitched
work flat onto the blue
felt and cut it oversize
to match the fabric. 

Thread the machine
with white and the
bobbin with royal blue
then, with the work
face up, machine

stitch one row in from the edge
to join the pieces and stop 
the threads unravelling (see the
small close up picture below).

Use sharp
scissors to trim
the mesh and 
felt cutting them
both at the same
time, leave one
line of mesh as
an edge.

Cut a piece of felt for the inner
pages, making it 8mm smaller
all around when placed centrally
into the wallet. Fold to find the
centre and mark it with a thread.

Thread the machine with blue
and the bobbin with white. Place

the work, felt side up,
with the inner piece 
in place and stitch
through all the layers
on the marked line. 

As the wallet with
the inner piece is quite
thick, the stitches on
the embroidery side
will sink in and disap-
pear, so they won’t
show on the fold line. 

You can add a 
selection of needles,
pushing them into 
the felt page or give it
empty, ready to fill.



Moonlit Silhouettes
By Sadie Deamer
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

This little scene is not symmetrical and could face
either way. You will be marking the back of the paper
and card for the shapes, so bear in mind which way
you want it to face when transferring the lines. 

Cover the card blank with the gradient paper, blue
at the top, blending down to purple.

Trace the foreground piece and the silver (foliage)
part of both trees. Transfer to the back of the sublime
glitter sheet and cut out. Trace both tree trunks and
transfer onto the flint card. 

Place the trees, trunks and foreground piece on 
the card and get them in position as shown (main
photo). When you are happy, stick the trees onto the
background then add the foreground piece overlap-
ping the ends of the trunks. 

Trace both summerhouse pieces and transfer onto
the reverse of the black glitter board, trace and trans-
fer the figures to black card and carefully cut them all
out. Punch three hearts from the remains of the glitter
board and either trace or hand cut three birds as well.

Lightly crease the back piece of the summerhouse
along the two struts as shown by the dashed lines.
Sticky fix this piece in place by the middle section
only, adding individual pads about where the white
Xs are. Place it with the flat edge 10mm from the bot-
tom of the card and don’t use any glue or pads on

the side sections, the glitter board is stiff enough to
hold them out, so just leave them loose.

On the front piece, stick a strip of lace to the back
of the roof. Add a row of silver gems along the front
of the lace then add mixed size silver gems onto the
pillars using the photo as a guide. Add a line of black
beading all along the lower edge of the roof (a bit dif-
ficult to see in the photo, but they are there).

You may find that using a dab of UHU on the back
of the gems makes them more secure when they’re
stuck to unusual surfaces like lace and glitter board.

Add the front piece to the card using glue along
the side edges where it touches the back piece (red
lines), and a single layer of pads in the centre where 
it overlaps the back piece (white Xs). Use double lay-
ers of pads for the top of the uprights and the roof.
You can use a large white pad (double layer, ADH05)
for the centre of the roof to give added support.

Sticky fix the couple into the centre of the opening
on the back piece, using a double layer behind their
heads and shoulders. Glue the top of the step to the
summerhouse leaving the lower edge loose.

Stick the hearts onto the background around the
couple and the birds above the roof. Stick a large sil-
ver gem at the top point of the roof. Add the wording
to the top left corner and black borders across the
top of the card as shown.

A lovely summerhouse in a moonlit scene
with a striking detailed silhouette, just perfect
for a new romance or anniversary.

Creative Paper: SR117P Blue/Purple.

Card: COL173CA5 Flint & VA031A5 Black.

Glitter Sheets: GB03A4 Black Glitterboard 
and SU01A5 Silver Sublime.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL632U-03 Borders and
XL813U & XL814U-03 Alphabets.

Paper Punch: PPW202 Heart.

Gems: GEM57 2mm Clear, GEM67 3mm 
Clear and GEM84 Mixed Clear.

Lace: LACE03-01 30mm White.

Beading: BEA60-03 Black.

Card Mount: SF13U-35 Black.
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File Folders
By Debbie Brothwood
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE FOLDER:

These file folders make lovely ‘envelopes’ for
matching greetings cards but are equally useful for a
variety of different ideas. Use them to present gifts
such as cinema tickets, special event tickets, a photo
for the recipient, or cherished recipes.

The first folder, Victorian Kitchen, is filled with lots
of different items, you can include as many or as few
as you like, and it’s perfect for anyone who loves
to cook. Then there are some simpler 
versions to give you a few more ideas.

Victorian Kitchen Papers & Stickers: SR250P,
SR251P, SR253P, SR255P and CIM526A x 2.

Creative Papers: SR256P Red Canvas, SR257P
Green Canvas, SR261P Brown Canvas and
SR263P Brown/White Dots.

Card: CRE04CA4 Brown and REG02A4 White.

Ribbon: MTR28-71 Sand Check, MTR14-75
Brown and MTR14-69 Green Organza.

Brown String.

Paper Punches: PPW004 52mm Circle, PPW301
Corner Rounder and an Eyelet Punch EYE049.

Card Mount: SF01U-30 Smooth White 
(For the Folder).

Card Mount: SF06V-189 Eco Flecked Kraft Brown.

Trim the white card mount to 140mm x 190mm
(folded size) then trim 20mm from the open end of
the front panel so it
is shorter than the
back panel. 

Place the card
with the fold along
the bottom edge 

and mark a point 
onto the short 

front panel at 
50mm from the 

left side. Use the large hole punch to make a semi-
circular indent using the mark as the centre point.

Round off the four corners of the card blank using
the corner rounder. The file folder is now ready to
decorate in your choice of papers. Throughout the
project, cut papers a little smaller than the panels to
leave a 2-3mm edge of card showing all around. 

For the kitchen project, cover the inside back and
outside front panels with the papers shown, making 
a notch as before for the front piece. Cover the out-
side back with brown canvas paper. 

Stick a length of brown check ribbon across the
front panel a little below half way as shown, taking
the ends to the back. Stick a kitchen image in each
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TO MAKE THE CARD & FILLING:

of the three sizes onto brown card and trim to leave a
1mm border. Stick the images onto the card centred
along the ribbon as shown.

Once the folder is decorated use strips of strong
double sided tape or glue along the open sides of 
the panels to finish.

Cover the outside (front & back) of the eco brown
card mount with green canvas paper, folding 
it around the fold of the card
and leaving a border of 
card showing around the
top and side edges. 

Unfold the card and use
the eyelet tool to punch
two single (about 3mm)
holes half way across the
fold line 45mm from the
top and bottom edges.

Cut a recipe from the
savoury kitchen sheet
making it 76mm x
135mm, stick onto 
the right hand side of 
the front panel (main
photo) then add a large image sticker to the right,
leaving about three lines of text below it.

Use the eyelet punch again to make a pair of holes
10mm apart 30mm down from the top edge, with the
first 25mm across from the right hand edge.

Stick a medium and two small upright stickers onto
brown card and cut to leave a 2mm border. Add the
medium sticker to the left side of the card in the cen-
tre of the space, then a small one above and below. 

Thread a length of string through the holes in the
fold and tie in a bow, then do the same with the top
pair of holes to finish.

I’ve completed my folder set with three tags and a
recipe panel, these fill the folder nicely and add lots

of interesting recipes for the recipient.

Cut three pieces 
of white card for 

the tags to 65mm
x 135mm. 

Cover both
sides with kitchen
paper, I’ve shown
my backs and
fronts together 
in pairs so you
can see how I 
did mine. 

Cut each side
at the top to a
slant, I cut mine

without marking so they look a 
bit more hand made.
Punch a single hole 
towards the top cen-
tre of each tag.

For the back of
each tag, cut a small
recipe from the paper,
mine are all from the
sweet recipe sheet.
Stick each recipe on-

to brown card and 
cut around as be-
fore. Add one to
each tag, placing
them sideways 
as shown.

Use image stickers for the front of each tag,
matting them onto canvas paper or brown card 
as shown, before mounting. I’ve also added a
wooden flower to
one tag (see above).

Tie a short length
of ribbon through 
two of the tags, 

one brown and one
green, and brown string
through the third tag.

Cut a larger recipe
section from the paper
sheet to make a recipe
card (right), mine is from
the sweet paper again.
Matt onto green canvas
paper then brown card,
leaving a 3mm border
around each.

Add a personal greeting to the inside of the card,
then slip all the items into the folder. The recipient 
will have lots of different items to take out and enjoy
looking through, and some interesting and authentic
recipes to try.
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VARIATIONS:

top edge with 28mm deep strips
of blue texture paper and flower
paper as shown (inset circle
below left). The rest of the card
is left blank for your message.

Add an 18mm deep strip of dotty paper to cover
the join and finish with a flower border from the
sticker sheet across the middle. 

Slip the card into the folder and mark the position
of two small holes centred on the space left by the
notch. Remove the card and punch the holes. Tie a
short length of pink ribbon through (MTR02-117).

Tee Break Folder: Cover the inside back of the
folder with dotty paper and both 
the outside back and
front with green
meadow paper
(SR057P). 
Add a flower
border sticker
(CB037P)
across the front. 

Stick two
medium stick-
ers (CIM283A)
onto black card.
Cut to leave a 10mm border at the top and 5mm for
the rest. Round the top corners and stick onto the
folder to make a neat pocket. Make a tag from black
and white card to fit inside, adding a bow (MTR14-
85) and a border as shown. Lower down on the tag I
have written ‘with love’ in black (XL300U & 321U-03)
and added a small golf sticker (both not shown).

Cut a 132 x 170mm folder
insert from black card and
round the corners. Add layer 1
from the golf découpage sheet
(SD283), rounding the right
corners to match the panel.
Cut a 50 x 80mm white panel,
round the left corners and add
the wording. Finish with a
birthday banner (CDX017P). 

These folders are a lot simpler to make, but 
still use the same method for the outer folder
(see the first page of this article).

Presents Folder: Cut the card blank for 
the folder then cover the outside back panel
with stripe paper (SR062P). Cover the inside
back panel with dotty paper (SR225P). 

Cut a piece of blue meadow paper
(SR059P) to 35mm x 70mm to make a tab
that will fold in half over the back panel and
sit in the notch space (see inset pic right).

Round off all the corners, fold in half and
stick in place. Stick two medium cake
stickers (CIM501A) onto white card and
use a 25mm punch to make circles with 
the bow part of each sticker. Add one to
the front of the tab and one to the back.

Cover the lower half of the front panel with meadow
paper (SR059P) and the top half with stripes, then
add a border across the join (CB036P) and a large
present on top. Stick the folder together at the sides.

Make the card from an SF06 size card blank, fold
the card and trim 16mm from the open end cutting
through both panels. 

Cover the front with meadow paper, add a flower
border and three medium stickers across the middle. 

Birthday Folder: Cover the outside back of the
folder with pink flower paper (SR282P) and the inside
back with blue flower paper (SR283P). Cover the 
outside front with cream flower paper (SR281P) and
make up a border to go across the front about one
third of the way up. Start with blue texture paper
(SR073P) 24mm wide, then dotty paper (SR194P)
18mm wide and on top a flower border (CB021P).

Stick a shoe sticker (CIM534A) onto white card, 
cut to leave a narrow border and add to the folder
then stick the sides together. 

Instead of a card mount, this one
has a folder insert made from a flat
piece of card. Cut the card to fit
comfortably inside the folder and
round all the corners. Decorate the



Wedding Wishes
By Annette Hartley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Soft Pearl Paper: PE02A5 White Metallic.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL541U-01 Wedding Day.

White Ribbon: 3mm Satin MTR01-029, 
6mm Satin MTR02-029, 10mm Hearts MTR17-01
and 15mm Bel Satin MTR22-00.

Beading: BEA34 Gold and FLA07-01 Fine Wire.

Wadding: WAD01 White.

Card Mount: AP21U-43 Linen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

This elegant card is made in soft shades of white,
accentuated with gold beads and stickers. It’s the
perfect card for a couple on their wedding day.

each ribbon in the centre. Take one ribbon through
each ring and fold in half using the double sided tape
to stick it over the twisted ends of the wires. Trim the
ribbon ends to make each piece 50mm long in total
(including the gold ring).

Using the aperture of the card as a template, cut 
a piece of wadding to fit. Cut the soft pearl paper to
140mm x 125mm and position behind the aperture
with the card unfolded, but do not stick it in yet.

Position the two ribbons with rings onto the paper
in the aperture so that the rings are just above the
bottom point of the heart. Stick in place using a little
double sided tape at the top of each ribbon.

Add a small piece of double sided tape behind the
centre of the bel satin ribbon (and bow), position over
the pearl paper with the top edge of the ribbon at the
widest point of the heart, the bow will fit neatly inside
the heart. Press onto the paper to stick then remove
the card. Bring the ends of the ribbon across the
pearl paper and stick in place.

Stick double sided tape around the back of the
aperture. Hold the card over the work and align it
carefully before pressing into place. Tape around 
the edges of the back flap, add the wadding behind
the work and fold the flap to stick.

Centre

Cut a 145mm length of 15mm bel satin ribbon and
lightly mark the centre point with a pencil, this will be
the main horizontal piece (see below).

Cut four pieces of heart ribbon to 90mm long, fold
each in half and stick the ends together with
d/s tape so you have four
loops. Attach the loops to
the bel satin ribbon
with the hearts all
pointing down as
shown. Ensure the
corners of the loops stay within 3mm either side of
the centre line (red dashes) so they will be covered 
by the vertical ribbon later. For the same reason, the 
angled sides of the loops can only cross the top or
bottom of the bel satin ribbon outside of this area.

Cut two 90mm lengths of 6mm satin ribbon, make
them into loops as before and add them between
each pair of heart ribbons overlapping where needed.

Cut two 45mm lengths of heart ribbon then with
the hearts upright cut a ‘v’ shape at the bottom 
of each piece. Add them to the bow with the ‘v’ 
ends pointing out and slightly down. Cut two 45mm
lengths in 6mm satin, cut a ‘v’ at one end and add
with the ‘v’ ends pointing down and slightly out.

Thread 36 seed beads onto the gold wire, twist the
ends together and form into a ring then trim the ends
near to the twist. Make the second ring in the same
way, but slip the wire through the first ring before
twisting it closed. 

Cut two pieces of 3mm satin ribbon to 90mm long
then stick a 15mm length of double sided tape along



Birthday Border
By Christine Seed
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Die-Cut Toppers: CDT526G Cakes.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL563U-02 & XL564U-02 
Alphabets and XL632U-02 Narrow Borders.

Ribbon: MTR38-11 Pink 6mm.

Gems: GEM15 Assorted and GEM67 3mm Clear.

Metallic Thread: MEM04 Silver.

Fuchsia Pink Stranded Cotton.

Pricking Mat: PAP01 Foam Rubber.

Card Mount: DF03U-16 Kaskad Pink.

TO MAKE THE CARD:
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Note, where the curves of the scrolls meet they
share two holes, shown blue on the tracing diagram.

Cut a 7mm slit through the fold line each side of
the middle panel on the card, starting at 10mm from
the bottom edge. Thread the ribbon through the slits
sticking the ends on the back of the middle panel
then fold the back flap and stick it closed. 

Add the topper placing the bottom edge roughly in
line with the bottom of the stitched border. Add the
fuchsia coloured square gems diagonally between
the scrolls, with the round clear gems between. 

Add a border around the edges of the card and the
greeting as shown. Make a ribbon bow and stick it
onto the ribbon in line with the centre of the topper.

Carefully trace the dot pattern from the diagram.
Lightly stick the tracing over the centre panel of the

open card using the alignment
mark against the top edge
and left hand fold line.

Place the work on a prick-
ing mat (or an old magazine)
and prick through all the dots.

Remove the tracing from
the card and stitch the design
as follows using one strand
throughout. Tape the ends of
the thread on the back of the
panel as you start and finish.

A. Begin with the pink star
motifs. Bring the needle up 
at 1, then down at 2, up at 3,
down at 4, up at 5, down at 6.
Continue round in this way to
finish the shape then move on
to the next.

B. Work each scroll in silver
from the straight end to the
curve. Bring the needle up at
1, down at 5, up at 6, down 
at 2, up at 3, down at 7. Con-
tinue round until you have
stitched through the last hole. 

Move on to each scroll in turn
and work in the same way. 

I make lots of cards with stitched borders using
simple scrolls, which look very effective. These are
often modified from designs I have seen in books. 



Anemone Birthday
By Susan Gill
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

A A

B B

C C

Cover the card with cream/brown paper, position-
ing the bottom right hand corner of the paper at the
bottom right of the card. Trim the paper away inside
the aperture. 

Cut the snow white paper to fit behind the aper-
ture, stick in place then stick the flap down.

I used pearl papers for all the flower pieces, the
darker pink is discontinued but, like me, you may 
already have some (it was CNT125P Raspberry). The
azalea paper is pretty, but is just too strong a colour

for the flowers. Colorset
pink ice (COL158PA5) is 
a good match, it’s not
pearly but you could add
shimmer with a pearl pen.
Otherwise try rose quartz
for all the petals and colour
the darker ones using a
medium pink pen.

While the stickers are 
still on the sheet, cut 
between the stems and
flowers on the ‘A/B’ pieces
using a knife (red lines). 

Place the sticker sheet
face down on a light box 
or against a window. Place
the papers onto this (face
down and in turn) and trace
along the sticker lines:
ivory for the centre of each

open flower, gold for the outer part of the centres
(you don’t need to remove inner circle). Then rose
pink for the lighter petals and a darker pink for the
lower petals of the flowers and buds as shown. Cut
out all the paper pieces.

Peel off one piece ‘A’ and lay it sticky side up.
Carefully place the dark pink petals in position on the
top flower, then add the ivory centres of both flowers. 

Put a small dab of glue on the back of the ivory
pieces and stick the gold outer centres into position
along the sticker lines. Put a small dab of glue on the
back of the gold pieces and add the rose quartz
petals but don’t glue it to the darker pink piece. 

Turn the peel-off over, stick the stems and leaves
to pea green paper and trim around. Cut through 
the sticker lines where marked (blue lines) and lift the
darker pink petals away from the rest of the flower.
Place a sticky fixer under the middle dark pink petal
at the top. Work the next ‘A’ piece to match.

Work the ‘B’ pieces in the same way for the open
flowers. For the buds, add the two pinks in the same
order, then cut on the blue line and add a small fixer
pad as before. Work the ‘C’ pieces in the same way.

Arrange the flower groups around the oval aper-
ture. I found the stems followed the curve quite well.
Begin with the ‘A’ and ‘B’ groups in the bottom left
and top right. Glue the stems down and raise the
flowers and leaves with sticky fixers. Add the two 
‘C’ pieces in the spaces between them.

Press out the smaller ‘MUM’ letters and back-
ground and, as the colours of the die-cuts are too
strong for this project use the sheet as a template.
Cut out the background in azalea paper and the let-
ters in rose quartz and matt together before sticking
in place. Add the ‘Happy Birthday’ above it.

I decided to use the colours of the beauti-
ful pink Japanese anemones in my garden 
in the autumn instead of the bright spring
anemones often seen. 

Creative Die-Cut: CDT001P Mum Pink.

Creative Paper: SR078P Cream/Brown.

Pearl Paper: CNT104PA5 Ivory, CNT110PA5 
Snow White, CNT129PA5 Pea Green, 
STD04PA5 Gold, STD15PA5 Rose Quartz 
and STD35PA5 Azalea.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL577U-01 Anemones 
and ZL795U-41 Happy Birthday.

Card Mount: AP01V-70 Value Smooth White.



Easter Cross
By Margaret McQuillan
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Stitched On: 22 Count Hardanger Fabric.

Stitch Count: Width 72 x Height 88.

Card Mount: AP62E-56 Textura Recycled Ivory.

Threads: No. 5 Anchor Cotton Perlé Cream 386 (or 926)
and Gold Marlitt 1077. 

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Begin with the square eyelet stitches, bring the needle
up at any outer point on the square and down through the
centre hole, up at the next point and down the centre, all
the way round. Each time you bring the needle up at an
outer hole, pull firmly on the thread to open up the centre
hole neatly. Stitch the lines around the cross as shown. 

Work the gold eyelet stitch in the centre, as you work
around the stitch, make sure each thread at the centre lays
to the side of the previous one before taking the needle up
and pulling firmly to expand the hole. 

I have used a matching cream card, to keep it simple,
and traditional, but added colour in the embellishments. 

If you want to finish your card like mine,
cover the embossed line with a narrow border
(XL632U-01). Punch seven 15mm flowers in
each colour (PPU231, STD12PA5 & STD27PA5),
and seven small leaves (PPW502, STD33PA5).
Punch a centre for each flower (PPW213,
STD40PA5). Arrange them as shown and add
an Easter message (XL736U-01). 

I cut my card to make it square, taking
10mm off the top and 40mm off the bottom, 
but it does work just as well uncut. 



Wedding Bunting
By Carol Sutton
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

This card is beautiful in shades of grey
with silver, but if you do want a bit more
colour, all of these papers come in a
range of pastel themes.

Creative Papers: SR140P Gingham, 
SR197P Dots and SR203P Stripes.

Card: CEM03A5 Linen White and 
MIR02CA5 Silver Mirri.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL002U-02 Alphabet, 
XL633U-02 Borders, XL827U-02 Stitch 
Borders and XL828U-02 Stitch & Sew.

Paper Punch: PPW104 25mm Flower.

Gel Pen: GEL744 Stardust Silver.

Metallic Thread: MEM02 Silver.

Card Mount: SL01U-45 Hammer White.

Cut a 145mm x 198mm panel from silver card and
stick it centrally onto the front of the card. Make a
139mm x 192mm panel from linen white card. Place
rows of stitch borders around the edges, about 2mm
in and with the points towards the centre. Don’t add
this to the card just yet.

Cut ten 30mm squares from the patterned papers,
four gingham and three each of the dots and stripes.
Without measuring, cut the sides away from about
the middle, up to each top corner of each square to
make little triangles. Stick a line of double sided tape
along the top edge of each triangle, and a small
piece somewhere near the middle.

Place seven of the triangles face down and in a
straight line for the top bunting leaving a tiny gap be-
tween each of them, start with the last one working
back to the first: Gingham, stripe, dotty, gingham,
and so on, peel the backing off the tape as you go. 

Cut 260mm of silver thread and position it
over the triangles with a little extra at each
end. Press onto the tape along the 
top edge of each triangle to stick.

Pick the bunting up, carefully
turn it over and position over the
white panel as in the photo, then
press each triangle firmly to stick.
Take the ends of the thread around to
the back of the panel and tape them in place.

Cut another 260mm of silver thread, stick one end
to the back of the panel at the left side, just above
half way up. Bring the thread across the front of the
panel as shown and add the three triangles, pressing
them into place. Leave the end of the thread free until
the flowers are added later. 

Add straight borders around the
edge of each triangle, mitre the 
corners to keep them neat, then 
add large letters to each to spell out 
‘Wedding Day’ as shown.

Cut a 28mm x 92mm oblong from ging-
ham paper, check that this fits into the space above
the bunting and adjust slightly if necessary. Make a
stitch border just overlapping the edges to hide the
straight edge of the paper. 

Print the words ‘On Your’ in pale grey and cut to fit
onto the gingham panel, mine is 20mm x 58mm. Add
a straight border around the panel and stick in place.
Instead of printing, you can use silver peel-off stick-
ers (XL478U-02), but these are a bit smaller. 

Punch two flowers from each of the grey pat-
terned papers and add a small button sticker 

to the centre of each. Use the stardust pen 
to draw lines on the flowers as shown, and to 
dot inside each of the holes on the buttons.

Sticky fix one dotty flower to the right of 
the gingham panel. Sticky fix the others to the
bottom right of the white panel, three of them
over the thread, keeping a nice curve. Take
the end of the thread to the back and stick in

place, then add the panel to the card to finish.



Celebrate In Style
By Lesley Ansell
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Card: MIR01CA5 Gold Mirri, STD24CA4 Crystal
White and STD33CA5 Fairway. 

Gold Crepe Paper.

Ribbon: MTR05-690 Gold Organza.

Die-Cut Banners: CDS081G Mixed Wedding.

Selection of Cutting Dies (optional):
Vines, Ovals, Labels and Flowers.

Floral Embossing Folder (optional).

Decorative Gem/Bead 8mm to 12mm.

Card Mount: SF08U-43 Linen White.

Box: BOX46-LID & BOX46-BASE (optional).

TO MAKE THE CARD:

This stylish design, whether worked in silver or
gold, makes a truly fabulous congratulations card.
Perfectly suited to a wedding, or for an anniversary
by simply changing the wording banners.

I used a selection of die-cuts for the embellish-
ments on the bottle, these are dies I have had for a
while and some are no longer available, but there 
are always similar dies around. If you don’t have a
die-cutting system they can easily be replaced with 
ready made items, craft wire, peel-off stickers etc.

Trace and transfer the bottle (including the two
black score lines) onto crystal white card. You may
want to emboss a pattern onto it, I’ve used a floral
scroll design for this version, but left my alternative
card plain, to show both options. 

Cut the bottle out and cover the top where the 
cork sits (just down to the dashed line) with two 
large sticky fixers (ADH05), cut them to fit neatly into
the shape, keeping them 2mm in from the top and
side edges as shown by the solid grey line.

Trace the foil top and transfer onto crepe paper,
then cut it out and align over the bottle. Press the top
of the paper onto the pads, bringing it down over the
lower edge to leave a small ridge, then stick the rest
directly onto the neck of the bottle. Lightly press the
top and sides of the crepe over the pads to shape. 

Score the dashed lines on the sides of the bottle
but don’t fold them back yet. Curl the body of the
bottle around a cylindrical object (maybe a rolling
pin). Place a stack of two large fixer pads behind the
cork, then two stacks of three going down the neck.

Fold the tabs back now and apply strong doubled
sided tape to them. Stick the curved bottle to the
card about 2mm from the bottom. Hold the tabs
firmly in place for a moment to ensure they stick well. 

If you want to make a die-cut version, use the dia-
gram as a guide for the sizes of dies to use, you can
vary the sizes quite a lot and it will still look fine. If 
not simply trace the similar shapes for the label and
the ovals from the diagram as needed, following the
instructions below. 
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Actual Size

VARIATION:

This design looks just as lovely in silver and white.
The crepe paper is stuck directly onto the bottle
without foam pads, so you can see the difference
between the two, and use the method you prefer. 

The bottle is made from plain card but the band
across the neck is cut from white glitter board
(GB04A5) which adds a bit of sparkle. The ovals on
the neck are in a larger size from the same die set,
and both labels use silver mirri (MIR02CA5) for the
backs, and crystal white (embossed) for the fronts. 

The ribbon is wider (15mm) with a solid sparkly
silver centre and the wording banners this time are
in white and silver (CDS085G).

add onto the neck of the bottle tucking the wording banner 
in as you go. Add a decorative gem or bead to the middle of
the bow. Tuck another banner into the swirl on the label 

This lovely card should be presented in a box
(BOX46). For a finishing touch why not wrap the card
in a fold of tissue paper before putting into the box.

Cut the two labels, the large one from gold mirri card and
the small from crystal white. Curve the large one and stick it in
place about 8mm from the bottom edge. Curve the smaller
label and sticky fix centrally onto the gold label.

Cut the neck band for the oval seal from crystal white 
card, it should fit nicely to the shape of the bottle at the sides
(dashed lines), but you can leave the ends a bit longer (solid
lines) and trim to shape after mounting onto the bottle using a
single layer of foam pads.

My die-cuts give an embossed line inside the oval
shapes, if you are cutting by hand, cut one crystal white
and two gold ovals, and layer them to get a similar
effect, curve the ovals lightly and stick them
onto the centre of the band using thin
sticky pads (ADH27)
in the centre only,
allowing the sides
to curve down. 

Decorate the 
bottle using flour-
ishes or swirls cut
from green card
and positioning
them as shown.

Cut or punch
three 20mm gold
mirri flowers and
arrange over the
swirl on the label. 

Tie a double
bow from gold
ribbon and
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Fabulous Folding
By Karen McArthur

MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

110mm

Inside Back Pocket
(shown right way up)

Leave White

Leave White

Short Outside Panel (other side)

Short Inside Panel (other side)

Inside Front Pocket (shown upside down)
This will be the top point when folded
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Line 1 (will be the bottom edge of the card)

This clever card is made by simply folding a sheet of card, which
creates an irregular shape with two convenient pockets to hold 
little cards or tags. The pretty papers combined with toppers
make for a lovely Wedding Day or Anniversary card.

Die-Cut Toppers: CDT542G Sweet Romance.

Creative Papers: SR255P Victorian Kitchen &
SR280P Cream Vine and Flower Pattern.

Stardream Card: STD24CA4 Crystal White.

Card Blank: SF04V-70 Value Smooth White.

This will be quite a stiff card, so fold and unfold it 
a few times to soften it. The inner pocket will bulge a
little, but this will look natural once it is filled, so there
is no need to worry about it.

The next step is to cover the sections between the
fold lines with creative paper. Cut all the paper pieces
a little smaller than the section to leave a small edge
of card showing all around. Before starting you need
to know which way up the paper needs to be on
each section, and which don’t need covering at all.

Begin by trimming one edge off the crystal
white card leaving it 152mm x 297mm, keep
the trimmed piece aside to use later. 

Score a line from the top left corner to the bottom
right corner as shown below. Measure and mark
110mm across the piece of card from the bottom left
corner and from the top right corner as shown then
score a second line between these two points. 

Fold the card towards you along line 1 (fold along 
a ruler or any straight edge to keep it in line). Keeping
it folded, turn it over top to bottom then fold in half
along line 2. The card will now be as shown in the
main photo (undecorated).
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VARIATION:

This new baby design looks really special using the
pocket card, which can be adapted for any occasion. 

I decided to make this one from a sheet of creative
card (CRC085P), so the small fronts of the pockets
don’t need covering, and the pattern goes around
onto the back panels too, which looks very nice.
Place the card pattern side down and follow the dia-
gram as before. Cover the large panels with random
blue paper (SR007P). Decorate with extra bits from
the découpage sheet and borders (CB041P).

The tags are cut from the edge of the creative card
and random blue paper and decorated with baby im-
ages (CIM512A). I used a heart punch for the holes
and tied pretty check ribbon through (MTR19-40).

The little card (SF17U-52) uses the small square
découpage (from DCD535), sticker lettering

to the left (XL563U & 564U-02) and a trian-
gle of random blue paper to the right. I
added slots to the inside panel of the
card so a small photo can be fitted in
to this keepsake card by the recipient.

The picture (far left) shows the inside
panel/pocket of the card. Open the
card and stick foiled corners to the top
point and right hand point as shown. 

Add the tag underneath the top corner and the narrow
upright topper a little to the right. Tucked into the pocket
as well is a small card (instructions below) for you to
write your personal message inside.

Fold the white card blank and cut down to 78mm 
x 96mm. Cover the front with wording paper then
round the bottom corners on both panels (if desired).
Sticky fix the curve sided topper to the front and slip
the card into the pocket.

If you want to secure the card and have a slightly
less open look to the pockets, use a short piece of
double-sided tape or glue at the sharp end points to
fix them down. 

I’ve marked the pockets on the diagram and which
way up the paper should be for the inside pockets, if
it matters. You may be using a random pattern which
could go any way up. 

The ‘small fronts’ of both the pockets (grey text on
the diagram) also need covering, on my design these
are covered with cream wording paper, so it’s impor-
tant to get them the right way up. Turn the piece of
card over so the other side is showing to cover these
two small sections. Line 1 is the bottom edge of the
card, so align the paper with this in mind. 

Fold the card ready to decorate beginning with the
inside front pocket. Make the ‘shadow’ lettering by
cutting one set of letters from crystal white card and
another from the cream vine paper. You will need two
each of the letters ‘M’ & ‘R’ and just one each of 
the letter ‘S’. 

Place the white letters first using the main photo to
guide you for position. Stick them in place and add
the patterned letters on top offsetting them slightly 
to show a white edge at one side. Add the chandelier
disc from the topper sheet, then move on to the short
front section. With the card closed, position the large

topper so it sits just inside the ‘MR & MRS’ let-
tering and sticky fix to the short panel

only. Sticky fix the
small foiled corner 
to the corner of 
the panel. 



Pastel Parcels
By Gwen Doyle
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

TO MAKE THE CARD:

VARIATIONS:

For the embellishments on the large box, punch
one each of the three larger flowers in a mix of the
pink papers. Stick them together offsetting the petals
on each layer as shown.

Place the flower on the large box lid, and add the
three clear glitter peel-off leaves as shown before
sticky fixing the layered flower in place, use fixer
pads only at the top of the flower where it is not 
overlapping the lid.

Make a flower and leaf embellishment for the
smaller box in the same way, but punch the flowers
from all except the largest punch this time, and use
the smaller size leaves when assembling it.

Paper Pack: PK721 Pastel Chic 6” x 6”. 

Creative Papers: SR084P Pink Stars, 
SR193P White Dots On Pale Pink and 
SR205P Pastel Pink Stripes.

Peel-Off Stickers: XL237U-02 Birthday, 
ZL633U-82 Borders and ZL779U-82 Leaves.

Flower Punches: PPW213 8mm, PPW506 
15mm, PPW101 22mm and PPW604 33mm.

Card Mount: SF03V-66 Hemp White.

Cut a 75mm square from pink dotty paper and a
55mm square from star paper to make the boxes.

Sticky fix the boxes onto the card as shown so the
two together are central (side to side) on the panel.

Cut a large lid from striped paper to 20mm x 80mm
and a smaller one from a sheet in the paper pack to
18mm x 62mm. Add the lids to the boxes, use sticky
fixers along the top edges above the overlap only. 

Stick a clear glitter borderline across the centre of
each box lid and add the
Happy Birthday sticker to
the large box, placing it near
the top and in the centre
(side to side) as shown.

These quick little designs are great for last
minute birthday cards and can easily be made
from your leftover scraps of pretty papers.

Presents come in lots of shapes and sizes, so you
can have fun cutting a variety of squares and oblongs
and arranging them on your cards.

Far Left: This card (SF09V-66) has a good selection
of presents in a mix of sizes making a pretty stack.
I’ve used narrow white ribbon to tie the parcels with
peel-off motifs to decorate them.

Left: The tall, thin parcels on this card (SF03V-66)
look elegant and pretty in shades of lilac with swirl

stickers (ZL807U-42)
stars and dots. 

Left: The square format
suits this card (SF07U-
43). To make the pres-
ent, cut the paper to
80mm x 160mm then
fold the ends, like wrap-
ping a present to make 
it square and tie with
narrow white ribbon.



Your Letters...
From Our Lovely Readers
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Dear Jenny and Paul,

Many congratulations to all the team at Craft
Creations on your 30th Anniversary. I first
bought your card blanks in the early 90s to
mount cross stitch into and, like many of the
people commenting on your Facebook page,
your products make up the vast majority of 
my craft materials. I had a look at your first 
catalogue, how your range of products has
changed since then.

Annette Hartley, West Yorkshire.

Thanks for your kind wishes - Jenny.

Dear Jane,

Congratulations to you and your team for 
putting together several inspirational ideas 
for CRAFTING cards in your Autumn 2015
Mag. This is the best mag (not just including
yours, but including all craft mags) on sale for
a long time giving us projects so that we can
enjoy our love of crafting, not just using our
dies and toppers. Thank you so much this is
my favourite magazine.

Sincerely,

Lily Taylor, Sheffield.

Thank you! We like to try to keep a variety of craft
techniques and styles in the magazine - Jane.

Dear All,

Congratulations! I wonder how many other
people have been using your products for 
most of those 30 years. During the 1980s I had
a number of articles published in ‘Popular
Crafts’ and still have the issues in which they
appeared. The first one I have found containing
your advert is March 1986, three months later
there is an advert which has a mark against it,
showing that I must have sent my two 12p
stamps for a price list. The earlier one had just
asked for a SAE so presumably people were
sending ones which were too small.

I did also try ‘Impress Cards’ but seem to 
remember that they had less choice and were
more expensive. Before that I suppose a few
must have been available from places like
‘Fred Aldous’ as I can’t remember a time when

I didn’t make cards. Not sure what crafts I
would have been using at the time but it would
certainly have included quilling and definitely
not cross-stitch.

This is possibly the 17th year that I have made
100 plus Christmas cards. Each year I hope to
come up with yet another variation on a Christ-
mas tree (this year it’s sequin snowflakes), and
so far my only concessions to modernity have
been using a stamp once and a punch twice.
One doesn’t need expensive gadgetry, just the
good quality basic materials you supply, plus
imagination.

I have never had any reason for even the 
smallest complaint - keep up the good work.

Very best wishes,

Valerie Goodbury, Worcester.

What an amazing amount of Christmas cards - Ed.

Dear Craft Creations,

I know my card is not like the ones usually 
featured in your magazine but I wanted to show
you what superb quality can be obtained by 
printing, at home, onto smooth white cards.

I did the pencil drawing of the tabby, Sophie, then
scanned and printed on the card using an Epson
WF-3520 printer. The parch-marque and textura
cards can also be used. I think you will agree that
the result is an excellent quality product.

Best Wishes,

Jane Heritage, Berkshire.

Lovely drawing, and a great quality print - Jenny.

£10VoucherFor Each LetterPrinted
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Below: June Harris, Hants.
The handcut, egg shaped
aperture is filled with sequin
waste that has ribbons
threaded through. The four
corners of the card are deco-
rated with coloured chicks.

Above: Beryl Bradbrook, Lincolnshire.
I used a dandelion stamp with permanent ink then
used my glue pen and very fine glitter to bring some
extra dimension to the design. This is matted up with
black, white and silver card and with a CC curly peel-
off border. I added a silvery white voile ribbon and
bow to make an elegant sympathy card.

Right: Kate Hinson, Nottinghamshire.
This small card has edges inked in pale pink. Two
small hearts are cut from mottled paper and joined at
the point with a bow, these are mounted on a strong
pink panel with a patterned paper panel behind. 

Above: 
Jane Hennis, Cumbria.
The die-cut toppers are mounted 
on white then silver mirri panels with
a black peel-off border to match the
toppers. The silver ‘Get Well’ has
been added ‘crossword’ style.

Right: Catherine Bemrose,
County Durham.
The cross is mounted on a
hand cut oval and suspended
in the aperture on coloured
twine. The glitter peel-off bor-
ders have been coloured 
with a permanent marker.

Left: Jill Bissett, 
Tyne & Wear.
This card was made for my
friends’ Golden Wedding
and, as they are Scottish the
tartan background was most
appropriate. The découpage
is matted onto gold mirri
card, and I used the dots left
on a sticker sheet after the
stickers were used to make
the champagne bubbles. The
finishing touches are three
larger hearts and an organza
and satin ribbon.

Above: Maureen Wadeson, Kinkardineshire.
I placed the back layer of the découpage on the in-
side back panel of the card and the rest on the folded
front panel so it overlaps. I finished the card with a
border on the front and added some bling and letters.
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Right: Christine Seed, 
West Yorkshire.
The hand coloured duck is posi-
tioned along a paper pricked
grass and flower design. The
printed greeting is mounted onto
gold mirri and yellow card and 
the inside of the card features a
duck with a moving beak (inset).

Centre: Gloria Warner, Herts.
Peel-off stickers have been cut
and arranged above and below
the oval cen-
tre sticker to
create the
look of a
Fabergé egg
edged with
glitter borders
and motifs.

Right: Rosalind Waite, 
North Yorkshire.
These flowers are
punched from creative
paper and sewn onto
the card with a seed
bead centre for each.
The dots around the
oval are painted with
tulip fabric paint and
the corners have been
pricked and stitched
in dark pink thread.

Below Right:
Shirley Perry, Essex.
This Victorian girl 3D
découpage has been
assembled, then layer
1 has been trimmed
around the printed

lace border pattern. This is mounted
onto the diagonal folded panel of the
card blank which has been covered with
decorative foiled card.

Above: Lorraine Scate, North Yorkshire.
The card has been inked around the edge with 
a mix of colours. An embossed heart made from
red mirri is offset on a second inked and em-
bossed heart in the centre. The stickers on the
edge have been coloured with pens.

Left: Pat Llewellyn, Oxfordshire.
This card uses a single pyramid
layer from the découpage sheet
as the main image, with a floral
branch from one of the layers
coming out of the image. The
picture is mounted on glitter
card, with a green glitter strip at
the side and stickers to finish.

Above: 
Susan Gahan, 
France.
The stylised bird is
cut from stardream
card and outlined
with a white pen 
in a faux-stitched
style, while the wing
and breast are cut
from different pat-
terned papers. The
corner twist card 
is covered with a
lightly foiled back-
ground paper which
has been torn along
the edges. The bird
has a button eye
and the greeting 
is added to a tag 
stuck to the wing
with a large gem
and a bow.
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Competition Winners
Mother’s Day, Valentines Or Easter - Card Competition
WINNER

Right: Pat Wellavise, Essex.
With such bright and cheery colours
this is a great Easter design. The
background is made from creative 
papers with a pretty white die-cut
fence layered over them, hiding the
join nicely. The daffodil stickers have
been stuck onto green and yellow
card with the heads layered up. A 
‘just hatched’ chick standing over his
gradient paper eggshell has a very
cheeky charm, and the little bumble
bee has a pretty dashed trail.

Above: 
Phrynette Morrison, Wiltshire.
These very vibrant spring colours 
really draw the eye. The die-cut découpage is
worked around an aperture, behind which is a
circle of green and an Easter greeting.

Below: 
Andrea Scotland,
Bedfordshire.
A sweet and simple design with
cute little yellow ducks, made
from fuse beads, standing by
each of the filled apertures.

Above: 
Liz Futter, Lincolnshire.
This Mother’s Day card is made
using pretty shades of lilac and
purple finished with a delicate
trace of silver and some small
gems. Liz has set the deep pur-
ple oval against the light colours
to highlight the central butterfly
and used a pretty swirl flower in
the corner with die-cut leaves. 

Left: 
Marilyn Trickey, Surrey.
A simple but effective design
comprising of a ring of punched
hearts with glitter sticker dots in
between and grey dotty paper 
in the centre. The Valentine’s
banner is held in place by two
smaller hearts, which continue
around the top in an arch. The
edges of all the hearts have
been inked to add definition.
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Competition Winners
Mother’s Day, Valentines Or Easter – Winners Card Competition
WINNER

Right: Pam Finden, 
Hampshire.
This fancy card is made with a large die-
cut scalloped circle folded in half. The
deep blue panels have delicate scroll
patterned edges accented by a sin-
gle line of white stitching. The 
central découpage and
printed banner complete
this elegant card.

Below: Annette Hartley,
West Yorkshire.
Decorated in pastel pinks
and white, Annette’s neatly
stitched flowers with cute but-
ton centres make for a perfectly
sweet Mother’s Day card.

Right: 
Kathy Wellavise, Essex.
Lilac set against black creates
a dramatic Valentine’s design.
The hand cut Art-Deco perfume
bottle is layered and decorated
with a gorgeous gold glitter 
fan and peel-off accents with a
gold deco strip behind adding
to the effect. The stopper is a
huge heart shaped lilac gem,
which sits perfectly in place.

Right: Carol Sutton, Hertfordshire.
A strikingly bright pop-up box card, perfect for Mother’s Day. This design is
constructed from Sally Moret scrapbook papers and card, all of which have
been cut and layered together to make an impressive floral display. The side
panels are all decorated with flowers which have been neatly cut around 

and tucked into the mixed
pink ribbons. The peel-off
stickers and gems give the
box a very smart finish.

Left: Pauline Demeza, Essex.
Pauline has used a variety 
of die-cutters to make 
this panel based card.
The traditional red 
and white Valentine’s
colours are mirrored
by printed papers
and glitter peel-off
stickers, creating
a strong, eye-
catching 
Valentine’s
Day card.
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RULES:

We challenge you to make a card for any occasion
except Christmas or New Year. The card must be 
designed in a way that can easily be made by others
after it is converted into a ‘how to do it’ article.

When judging, the entire card will be taken into
consideration, both the choice of mount and design
as well as the quality of work, etc.

The closing date is the 30th April 2016. Please
mark your entries ‘Occasion Competition’ and send 
to the address on the back cover. Your entries will
ONLY be returned if accompanied by an S.A.E.

All of the winning entries will be published in the
‘Competition Winners’ section of a future edition of
the Craft Creations Magazine and no publication fee
will be paid. All competition entries will be considered
for use in a future edition of the magazine as a ‘how
to do it’ article. We will contact any entrant whose
work we consider suitable to discuss this and agree 
a publication fee.

If you have received a prize in a Craft Creations
Magazine card competition in Issues 77, 78, 79 or 80
(at the time of judging) you will automatically be 
entered into the winners card competition. All other
entries will be entered into the card competition.
You can enter as many times as you like.

Prizes are as above and no alternatives will be 
offered. The entries will be judged after the closing
date by employees of Craft Creations Ltd. Winners
will be notified after publication of the Summer 2016
magazine. The decision of the judges is final.

Competition Winners
Spot The Picture - Issue 78 Wordsearch - Issue 78

The base card must be made either from one of
our range of greetings card blanks (you can cut the
corners, give it a fancy edge, cut it to a new shape,
fold it in different ways, etc.) or you can make the
base card yourself provided that it is made using
sheet card supplied by Craft Creations. Any peel-off
stickers used on the card should be Gold Label or
Craft Creations. Other brands of peel-off can be used
only if the sticker is not wording and does not form
the main part of the design.

Entries must be original work and not copied in
any way. All entries must be the work of the entrant
and not submitted on behalf of someone else. All
entries must be copyright free.

We are always looking for articles for the magazine,
if you are interested email jo@craftcreations.com.

Card Competition:
First Prize:

£30 Craft Creations Voucher
Four Runners Up Prizes:

£15 Craft Creations Vouchers
Winners Card Competition:

First Prize:
£30 Craft Creations Voucher

Four Runners Up Prizes:
£15 Craft Creations Vouchers

Congratulations to the following subscribers whose
correct entries (Pic 1 - p15, Pic 2 - p3, Pic 3 - p22,
Pic 4 - p9, Pic 5 - p25, Pic 6 - p29) were picked out
of the box:

1st Prize: Mrs N. Lewis from West Glamorgan.
2nd Prize: Jean Green from Essex.

Mrs B. James from Middlesex.
3rd Prize: Sue Christie from Lincolnshire. 

Janet Rickards from Derbyshire.
Julie Devan from Lincolnshire.

Congratulations to the following subscribers whose
correct entries (the missing word was ‘Carols’)
were picked out of the box:

1. Mrs M. Haffey from Hampshire.
2. Helena Beresford from Norfolk.
3. K. A. Walker from Kent.
4. Sue Cowdell from Bristol.
5. Jessie Harris from Shropshire.
6. Mrs D. Fossey from Bedfordshire. 

mailto:jo@craftcreations.com
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LIST OF WORDS:

AMBROSIA BISCOTTI BROWNIE
BUTTERSCOTCH CAKE CHOCOLATE
COOKIES CUSTARD ECLAIR
FLAN FRITTER FUDGE
GINGERBREAD ICING JELLY
MACAROON MILKSHAKE MOUSSE
MUFFIN NOUGAT PANCAKES
PARFAIT PIE SCONE
SHORTBREAD SORBET TRIFLE

Spot The Picture
Spot The Pictures In The Magazine Competition

One First Prize:
£20 Craft Creations Voucher

Two Second Prizes:
£15 Craft Creations Vouchers

Three Third Prizes:
£10 Craft Creations Vouchers

Wordsearch
Wordsearch Competition

Here is a quick and easy competition for
you. Simply find which of the 27 words or
phrases on the list of words does not appear
in the grid below.

RULES:

Six Prizes:
£20 Assorted Creative Paper

An Assortment From Our Range Of A4 Printed Creative Card

Write your name and address on the back of a postcard
along with the missing word and post to: Craft Creations,
WORD Puzzle 79, at the address shown above or email 
your entry to wordsearch@craftcreations.com - to arrive no
later than the 21st March 2016. The names of the winners
will be in the next magazine. Please see the rules above.

Simply find on which page in the Winter 2015/16
magazine, each of these ‘enlarged’ part pictures was
taken from. Write your name and address on the
back of a postcard along with the picture number 
and appropriate page number and post to: 
Craft Creations, SPOT Puzzle 79, Ingersoll House,
Delamare Road, Cheshunt, Herts, EN8 9HD or email
your entry to spotthepicture@craftcreations.com - to
arrive no later than the 21st March 2016. The names
of the winners will be in the next magazine.

Only one entry allowed per person for both the
‘Spot The Picture’ and the ‘Wordsearch’ competitions.
The prizes are as described and no alternatives will
be offered. Prizes will be given to the first six correct 
entries drawn after the closing date. Any illegible or
ambiguous entries or entries without the name and
full address of the entrant will be disqualified. The 
decision of the judges is final.
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